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An object invariant defines what it means for an object’s data to be in a consis-
tent state. Object invariants are central to the design and correctness of object-
oriented programs. This paper defines a programming methodology for using
object invariants. The methodology, which enriches a program’s state space to
express when each object invariant holds, deals with owned object components,
ownership transfer, and subclassing, and is expressive enough to allow many
interesting object-oriented programs to be specified and verified. Lending itself
to sound modular verification, the methodology also provides a solution to the
problem of determining what state a method is allowed to modify.

1 INTRODUCTION

Writing and maintaining software is difficult and error prone, in part because it requires
coping with many details. Mechanical programming tools can relieve some of this bur-
den. For example, an important and pervasive tool is the type checker, which allows
the programmer to describe in broad-brush terms the set of values each program vari-
able can take. Using these descriptions, the type checker mechanically checks all reads
and writes of program variables to ensure that no variable takes on a forbidden value.
The type checker is usually built into the compiler, which also checks other details. For
example, the compiler may check that every variable use is preceded by an assignment,
that any read-only variable is not changed after its initial assignment, or that variables
declared in certain scopes or with certain access modifiers are not referenced from inap-
propriate places. These successful detail management techniques have in common that
the programmer formulates the condition that is supposed to hold and leaves the details
of enforcing the condition to a mechanical tool.

In this paper, we consider object-oriented programs and focus onobject invariants.
An object invariant specifies a relation on an object’s data that the programmer intends
for to hold. Using object invariants, one can detect or prevent data corruption errors and
other misuse of the data. Ultimately, we are interested in leaving the detail management
of object invariants to a mechanical tool, but doing so requires that we first determine a
good methodology for using object invariants.

The idea that objects, in their steady states, satisfy certain data invariants goes back
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at least to Hoare’s 1972 paper on data-representation correctness [19]. Putting this idea
into practice, Eiffel [33] is a language that has constructs for specifying object invariants
and whose familiar “design by contract” design methodology has been used for almost
two decades. These seminal systems, however, are not without their limits. For exam-
ple, Hoare had considered an object model that does not include the useful references of
modern object-oriented languages. Eiffel checks object invariants dynamically (that is, at
run-time), typically on exit from public methods. With a good test suite, these dynamic
checks catch many errors, but, as we shall see later, this approach does not always permit
a programmer to assume an object’s data to be consistent on entry to a public method.
In fact, we know of only one previous methodology for a modern object-oriented lan-
guage that provides useful guarantees about when object invariants hold, namely, Peter
Müller’s PhD thesis [35]. Müller’s methodology builds on top of a special type system,
the universe type system, that captures the hierarchy of layered abstractions commonly
employed by well-designed programs. An object at one level of this hierarchy is said to
ownthe objects in the level below. In the methodology, whether the invariant of an object
holds is modeled by a boolean function on the object’s data.

In this paper, we develop a methodology for reasoning about object invariants. Ulti-
mately, we’re interested in static verification of programs, but our methodology can also
be used with dynamic checking. Our methodology leverages a program’s hierarchy of
abstractions, but does not use a type system for this purpose. Instead, the methodology
tracks ownership relations more precisely and permits ownership transfer. Also, instead
of using an abstract variable that, as a function of the object’s data, models whether or
not an object invariant actually holds (like in M̈uller’s work and in the methodology
of ESC/Modula-3 [28]), our methodology uses an independent variable that indicates
whether the object invariant is known to hold. This opens the possibility of precisely
formulating whatprogram invariantsthe methodology guarantees, conditions that hold
of a program in every reachable state. Finally, recognizing that the declarations of an
object’s data are divided up along a subclass hierarchy, our methodology allows separate
reasoning at the level of each subclass.

In the next section, we motivate a central design decision in our methodology. The
subsequent sections build up to our full methodology: Section3 explains the basic idea
of our methodology by considering individual objects; Section4 adapts the basic idea to
accommodate aggregate objects; and Section5 makes the model more detailed to support
subclasses. Section6 considers the specification of methods in our methodology, where
we will also provide a new solution to the notorious problem of how to specify which
pieces of the program state a method may modify. We give some additional examples
in Section7 and then end the paper by describing more related work and giving our
conclusions.

2 OBJECT INVARIANTS AND INFORMATION HIDING

There is a tension between object invariants and information hiding that has led us to an
important design decision in our methodology: to explicitly represent whether an object
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a) class T {
private x , y : int ;
invariant 0 6 x < y ;
public T ( )
{

x := 0 ; y := 1 ;
}

public method M ( )
modifies x , y ;
{

assert y − x > 0 ;
x := x + 3 ;
y := 4 ∗ y ;

}
}

b) class T {
private x , y : int ;
public T ( )

ensures 0 6 x < y ;
{

x := 0 ; y := 1 ;
}

public method M ( )
requires 0 6 x < y ;
modifies x , y ;
ensures 0 6 x < y ;
{

assert y − x > 0 ;
x := x + 3 ;
y := 4 ∗ y ;

}
}

Figure 1: (a) A simple program with an object invariant and routine specifications. (b)
The same program, where the object invariant has been changed into various pre- and
postconditions.

invariant is known to hold, and to expose this information in specifications. To explain
the rationale behind our design, we start by considering a popular—but, as we shall see,
problematic—view of object invariants.

Figure1(a) shows a simple program consisting of a classT with two data fields,x
and y , a constructor, and one method,M . The program declares the object invariant
0 6 x < y . Each routine (method or constructor) is given a specification that spells out
the contract between its callers and its implementation. A routine specification consists of
three parts: aprecondition, which describes the states in which a caller is allowed to call
the routine; apostcondition, which describes the states in which the implementation is
allowed to terminate; and amodifies clause, which lists the variables that the implementa-
tion is allowed to change. In Figure1(a), we see a modifies clause that states that method
M is allowed to modifyx and y . Omitted pre- and postconditions default totrue and
an omitted modifies clause defaults to the empty list of variables. In addition to what’s
listed in the modifies clause, every routine is implicitly allowed to modify the fields of
newly allocated objects, that is, objects allocated since the start of the routine. We treat
the object being constructed as being newly allocated in the constructor, and hence theT
constructor is allowed to modifyx and y .

An assert statement gives a condition that is expected to hold whenever execution
reaches the statement. A program is erroneous if it can ever reach anassert statement
whose condition evaluates tofalse . In the implementation of methodM , we’ve used an
assert statement to represent a condition that the programmer may want to rely on (even
though the rest of that implementation does not, in fact, rely on the condition).
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A popular view is that an object invariant is simply a shorthand for a postcondition on
every constructor and a pre- and postcondition on every public method. The idea behind
this view is that an object’s invariant should hold whenever the object is publicly visible.
This view in itself is appropriate, but is often combined with the following faulty regime:

Callers of T ’s methods do not need to be concerned with establishing the
implicit precondition associated with the invariant. For the invariant of a
class T to hold at entries to its public methods, it is sufficient to restrict
modifications of the invariant to methods ofT and for each method inT to
establish the invariant as a postcondition.

This regime permits a method to violate an object invariant for the duration of the call,
as long as it is reestablished before returning to the caller. But, unless every method body
is atomic, this is a problem. To illustrate the problem, consider a scenario with a slight
variation of M in which the assignments tox and y are separated by a call to some
other routineP :

x := x + 3 ; P(. . .) ; y := 4 ∗ y ;

Assume also thatP calls M . Note that, at the timeP is called, the object invariant for
the T object is not certain to hold. Thus, whenP calls M , the assert statement in
M will break. Nothing prevents this reentrancy situation, because the regime lets callers
ignore object-invariant induced preconditions, and yet the regime lets implementations
rely on the preconditions to hold on entry.

The reasoning is faulty because callers and implementations are not held to the same
pre- and postcondition contracts. In particular, the implicit precondition induced by the
invariant is not considered by the caller. If instead we make these pre- and postconditions
explicit, the mistake becomes apparent. Figure1(b) shows the previous example program,
but with the object-invariant “shorthands” expanded out. In our Larch [18]-like notation,
pre- and postconditions are introduced with the keywordsrequires and ensures , re-
spectively.

Expressing invariants with explicit pre- and postconditions raises a new problem,
though: the object invariant of classT is a condition on the internal representation of
T objects, the details of which should be of no concern to a client ofT , the party re-
sponsible for establishing the precondition. Making clients responsible for establishing
the consistency of the internal representation is a breach of good information hiding prac-
tices.

In short, it does not seem prudent either for object invariants to be completely hidden
behind information-hiding boundaries or for representation details of object invariants be
completely exposed. What we want is for clients to be aware of whether the object in-
variant holds, without the implementation having to reveal the details of the invariant. We
achieve these potentially conflicting goals in our methodology by introducing a publicly
available abstraction of whether or not invariants hold.

We note that an analogous problem exists for modifies clauses and modifies checking.
We want for clients to be aware of whether a method may change the internal state, with-
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out the implementation having to reveal the details of what the internal state is. We will
return to this issue in Section6.

3 VALIDITY

In this section, we introduce one of the basic concepts of our methodology: an explicit
representation of when object invariants are known to hold. For now, we ignore subclass-
ing.

For every object, we introduce a special public object fieldst (for “state”) of type
{Invalid ,Valid} . If o.st = Invalid , we say that objecto is invalid, and if o.st =
Valid , we say thato is valid. The intent ofst is that an object’s invariant hold whenever
the object is valid. The field isspecialbecause it is allowed to appear only in routine
specifications, not in invariant declarations or in implementations. An implementation can
modify the value ofst only through the use of two new statements,pack and unpack .
An object is allocated in the invalid state.

For any classT and objecto of type T , we defineInvT (o) as the predicate that
holds in a state if and only if the object invariant declared inT holds for o in that state.
For example, for the program in Figure1(a), we have, for anyo ,

InvT (o) ≡ 0 6 o.x < o.y

We define the precise meaning ofpack and unpack for any expressiono of a type
T :

pack o ≡ assert o 6= null ∧ o.st = Invalid ;

assert InvT (o) ;

o.st := Valid

unpack o ≡ assert o 6= null ∧ o.st = Valid ;

o.st := Invalid

The pack statement checks the object invariant and changesst from Invalid to Valid ,
and theunpack statement changesst from Valid to Invalid .

Since thest field is public, it can be mentioned explicitly in routine specifications,
and, in particular, in the preconditions of public methods. Figure2 shows how the pro-
gram in Figure1(a) is written usingst . We usethis to denote a method or constructor’s
implicit receiver parameter. TheT constructor postcondition says that the constructed
object is valid on exit. The methodM ’s precondition states that clients are expected to
call M only on valid objects. Since the modifies clause ofM does not includest , it
follows that st is still Valid on return from the method.

Because validity is a precondition that applies to all callers, the scenario we considered
earlier, where the two assignments inM are separated by a call to a mutually recursive
routine P , is no longer problematic, becauseP can call M only when theT object
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class T {
private x , y : int ;
invariant 0 6 x < y ;

public T ( )
ensures st = Valid ;
{

x := 0 ; y := 1 ;
pack this ;

}

public method M ( )
requires st = Valid ;
modifies x , y ;
{

assert y − x > 0 ;
unpack this ;
x := x + 3 ; y := 4 ∗ y ;
pack this ;

}
}

Figure 2: A simple class with an object invariant. Through the use of the special fieldst ,
routine specifications detail when the object is expected to be valid.pack and unpack
statements are arranged so that fields are updated only for invalid objects.

really is valid. That is, either it is not known inP that the object is valid, in which case
the error manifests itself as a failure inP to establishM ’s precondition, orP itself
requires as a precondition that the object be valid, in which case the error manifests itself
as a failure ofM to establishP ’s precondition.

Note that the asserted condition inM , which mentionsx and y , does not follow
literally from M ’s precondition, which mentionsst . Remember, the intent behindst =
Valid is that the object invariant hold, but we need to impose some restrictions to make
sure this is the case.

First, we restrict field updates, because a change to a field can cause the object invari-
ant no longer to hold. The simplest restriction we can think of is to ban field updates for
valid objects. Thus, we impose the restriction that a field-update statemento.f := E is
permitted only in states whereo.st = Invalid holds. Only field updates are restricted;
our methodology imposes no restrictions on reading fields.

Second, we need to restrict which pieces of the program state an object invariant is
allowed to depend on. For now, we restrict each object invariant so that the only part of
the state it can depend on are the fields ofthis (that is, the object whose invariant is being
described). Later, we will make this restriction more liberal.

¿From what we now have said, one can prove, by induction over the structure of
program statements, that the following is aprogram invariant, that is, a condition that
holds in every reachable program state:

Proposition 0 For the system in this section and any classT ,

(∀ o:T • o.st = Invalid ∨ InvT (o) ) (1)

whereo ranges over non-null objects of typeT .
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Consequently, for methodM in Figure2, we infer from st = Valid and (1) that the
object invariant holds, and thus we know that the asserted condition holds. By the way,
it is of no consequence that theassert statement comes before theunpack statement;
the fact that the object is valid before theunpack means its object invariant holds there,
and sinceunpack does not changex and y , the object invariant also holds just after
the unpack .

In summary, we introduced a special fieldst and two statementspack and unpack
to updatest , we prescribed new objects to be invalid, we restricted field updates to invalid
objects, and we restricted the contents of object invariants. In return, we can rely on
program invariant (1) in every reachable program state.

4 COMPONENTS

Object-oriented systems are usually built in a hierarchy of layered abstractions, where
an object in one layer is implemented in terms of component objects in a lower layer.
For example, a buffered input stream may be implemented in terms of a cache and a file
reader, the cache may be implemented by an array and some indices, and the file reader
may be implemented by a file handle and a set of configuration values. Such layered
designs lend themselves to a better separation of concerns and promote reuse. Program
correctness may depend not just on relations among fields of one object, but also on
relations between the fields of an object and the fields of its component objects. Stating
such object invariants is not possible with the restrictions that we imposed in the previous
section.

To allow an object invariant to mention indirect access expressions likethis .f .g ,
we need to tackle two problems, which we shall discuss in the context of the following
declarations:

class T {
private f :U ;
invariant 0 6 f .g ;
public method M ( )

requires st = Valid ;
{ unpack this ; · · · f .N ( ) ; · · · }

...

class U {
public g : int ;
public method N ( )

requires st = Valid ;
{ · · · }

...

(2)

First, consider an update ofu.g where u is an invalid object of typeU . If there is
a valid T object t such thatt .f = u , then the update ofu.g may causet ’s invariant
to be broken withoutt being invalid. Therefore, we will arrange for any sucht to be
invalid wheneveru is. To preventu from being unpacked without regard for the state of
t , we will make the packing oft put u into acommittedstate that can be changed back
only by unpackingt . The committed state indicates that (the object invariant ofu holds
and that) objectu has a unique owning object (in this case,t ).
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Second, consider the callf .N ( ) in methodM . This call has the preconditionf .st =
Valid , which M must somehow establish. One way forM to establish this condition
is to add the condition to the precondition ofM . But if the fact thatT uses a field of
type U is an internal implementation detail, then mentioningf in the precondition of
M would be a breach of good information hiding practices. Note, however, that from
what we said in the previous paragraph, we’d like the validity of aT object t to imply
the committal of t .f . Hence, we’ll arrange for the unpacking oft to take t .f from
committed to valid. Now,M can establish the validity off simply by unpackingthis .

Our design decisions in the previous two paragraphs seem appropriate wheneverf
holds a component of theT object. Then, the committal oft .f to t fits nicely with
the idea thatt owns t .f and the chains of committed objects form a hierarchy that
corresponds to the hierarchy of layered abstractions. Iff is not a component of theT
object, then the methodology we present in this paper does not allow the fields off to
be mentioned in the class-T object invariant. This is not entirely unreasonable, since
the fields of a non-component object may change without regard for theT object whose
object invariant would mention them.

To encode the presence of components, we must first provide a way to identify an
object’s components. For simplicity, we restrict the components to be ones accessible
through a field of the object, so we introduce a field modifierrep (for representa-
tion [38]) that identifies these fields. Object invariants are now allowed to depend on
any field this .f0.f1. · · · .g , where eachfi is a field declared with the modifierrep . For
example, the object invariant in (2), which depends onthis .f .g , is allowed only if f is
declared to be arep field, as in:

private rep f :U ;

(Rep fields need not be private.)

Next, we change the type of the special fieldst to {Invalid ,Valid ,Committed} .
To redefine thepack and unpack statements, we letCompT (o) denote the set of
expressionso.f for each rep fieldf in T . Now, for any expressiono of type T :

pack o ≡ assert o 6= null ∧ o.st = Invalid ;

assert InvT (o) ;

foreach p ∈ CompT (o) { assert p = null ∨ p.st = Valid ; }
foreach p ∈ CompT (o) { if (p 6= null) { p.st := Committed ; }}
o.st := Valid

unpack o ≡ assert o 6= null ∧ o.st = Valid ;

o.st := Invalid ;

foreach p ∈ CompT (o) { if (p 6= null) { p.st := Valid ; }}

For example, ifT is a class with two rep fields,x and y , and o is of type T , then
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pack o is defined as:

assert o 6= null ∧ o.st = Invalid ;
assert InvT (o) ;
assert (o.x = null ∨ o.x .st = Valid) ∧ (o.y = null ∨ o.y .st = Valid) ;
if (o.x 6= null) { o.x .st := Committed ; }
if (o.y 6= null) { o.y .st := Committed ; }
o.st := Valid

As in the previous section, we prescribe that new objects are allocated in the invalid
state and we restrict field updates to invalid objects. One can now prove that the following
is a program invariant:

Proposition 1 For the system in this section and any classT ,

(∀ o:T • o.st = Invalid ∨
(InvT (o) ∧ (∀ p ∈ CompT (o) • p = null ∨ p.st = Committed )) )

(3)

whereo ranges over non-null objects of typeT .

The proof is by induction over the structure of program statements, where the induction
hypothesis also includes a condition that says that committed objects have unique owners:

(∀ o,T , o ′,T ′, q • (∀ p ∈ CompT (o), p ′ ∈ CompT ′(o ′) •
type(o) = T ∧ type(o ′) = T ′ ∧ q .st = Committed ⇒

p = p ′ = q ⇒ o = o ′ ∨ o.st = Invalid ∨ o ′.st = Invalid ))

where o, o ′, q range over non-null objects,T ,T ′ range over types, andtype denotes
the dynamic type of a given object.

Note, we impose no restrictions on copying object references or on allowing multiple
references to a component object. The only restriction is that, at the time of apack o ,
the components ofo (that is, the values ofo ’s rep fields) are valid, not committed.

Note also that our methodology allows ownership transfer. That is, an object can be
owned by different owners over time. For example, iff and g are rep fields of two
classesT and U , respectively, andt and u are distinct object references of typesT
andU , respectively, then the following code snippet (starting from any state wheret and
u are both valid) is legal and has the effect of transferring fromt to u the component
initially stored in t .f :

unpack t ; unpack u ;
u.g := t .f ; pack u ;
t .f := null ; pack t ;

This code snippet also shows a program point, immediately following the packing ofu ,
whereu.g and t .f both contain the same object reference; this is legal, sincet is invalid
at that time.
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In summary, we’ve introduced a field modifierrep that identifies components, we’ve
changed the special fieldst from the two-valued type it had in the previous section to
a three-valued type, we’ve redefined thepack and unpack statements to updatest
also for the object’s components; we still prescribe new objects to be invalid; and we
still restrict field updates to invalid objects. In return, we’re able to loosen the restriction
on object invariants so that an object’s invariant can depend on the fields of its compo-
nents (and, transitively, the fields of their components). And, we can rely on the program
invariant (3) in every reachable program state.

5 SUBCLASSES

In this section, we extend our methodology from the previous section to handle subclasses.
The idea is that we think of the fields of an object as being divided up intoclass frames,
one for each class from the root of the class hierarchy,object , to the object’s dynamic
type. For illustration, consider the following class declarations:

class object { // pre-declared by the language
// various declarations. . .

}
class A extends object {

w :W ; x :X ;
invariant . . .w . . . x . . . ;
// routine declarations. . .

}
class B extends A {

y :Y ; z :Z ;
invariant . . .w . . . x . . . y . . . z . . . ;
// routine declarations. . .

}

An object of dynamic typeB has three class frames: one class frame corresponding to
classobject , with no programmer-defined fields and the trivial object invarianttrue ; one
class frame corresponding to classA , with fields w and x and an object invariant that
may depend on those fields; and one class frame corresponding to classB , with fields y
and z and an object invariant that may depend on any of the four fields.

Now, instead of an object being entirely invalid or entirely valid, as in the previous
sections, an object can be invalid or valid for each class frame. Therefore, we’d like to
keep track of the subset of class frames for which an object is valid. In principle, we
could consider any of the2n possible subsets of an object’sn class frames, but we will
consider only then subsets that correspond to nonempty prefixes of the sequences of
class frames. That is, for an object of dynamic typeB in the example classes above, we
will let the subset of class frames for which the object is valid be any one of the following
subsets:{object} , {object ,A} , {object ,A,B} . To encode these values, we abandon
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the st field from the previous sections and replace it with two special fields,inv and
committed .

To represent the subset of valid class frames, we introduce the special fieldinv , whose
value is the most derived class whose class frame is valid for the object. For example,
given the classes above, theinv field of an object of dynamic typeB can have one of
the valuesobject , A , or B , representing the three respective subsets shown above.

The special fieldcommitted is a boolean that indicates whether the object is com-
mitted. We ensure thatcommitted is true only if inv equals the dynamic type of an
object.

The division of an object’s fields into class frames causes a corresponding division of
the pack and unpack statements. For any classT with immediate superclassS and
for any expressiono whose type is a subclass ofT , we define:

pack o as T ≡
assert o 6= null ∧ o.inv = S ;

assert InvT (o) ;

foreach p ∈ CompT (o) {
assert p = null ∨ (p.inv = type(p) ∧ ¬p.committed) ; }

foreach p ∈ CompT (o) { if (p 6= null) { p.committed := true ; }}
o.inv := T

unpack o from T ≡
assert o 6= null ∧ o.inv = T ∧ ¬o.committed ;

o.inv := S ;

foreach p ∈ CompT (o) { if (p 6= null) { p.committed := false ; }}

In this new encoding, new objects return from the constructor of classobject in the
state inv = object ∧ ¬committed . Generally, a constructor for a classT typically
declares the postconditioninv = T ∧ ¬committed , but our methodology does not
insist on this.

The condition under which a field-update statemento.f := E is permitted is slightly
different in the presence of subclasses. If the updated fieldf is declared in a classT ,
then the statement is permitted only in states whereo is “sufficiently unpacked”, that is,
whereo.inv is a strict superclass ofT .

As before, we allow fields to be declared with therep modifier. An object invariant
in a classT is now allowed to depend on any field ofthis declared inT or one of its
superclasses. For any of those fields that is a rep field, the object invariant is also allowed
to depend on any of its fields (and so on, transitively).

¿From what we have said in this section, which is the final version of our methodology,
one can prove the following program invariants:
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Theorem 2 For the system in this section, the following conditions are program invari-
ants:

(4)(∀ o,T • o.committed ⇒ o.inv = type(o) )
(5)(∀ o,T • o.inv <: T ⇒ InvT (o) )
(6)(∀ o,T • o.inv <: T ⇒ (∀ p ∈ CompT (o) • p = null ∨ p.committed ))
(7)(∀ o,T , o ′,T ′, q • (∀ p ∈ CompT (o), p ′ ∈ CompT ′(o ′) •

o.inv <: T ∧ o ′.inv <: T ′ ∧ q .committed ∧ p = p ′ = q ⇒ o = o ′ ∧ T = T ′ ))

where quantifications over references ranges over non-null objects, and where we’re using
<: to denote the reflexive and transitive subclass relation.

Proof sketch.We sketch the proof here; the full proof is given in AppendixA. The proof
shows that the conditions are maintained by each of the four program statements that
can extend the ranges of the quantifications (by allocating objects) or change the values
of object fields: (a) theobject constructor, (b) thepack statement, (c) theunpack
statement, and (d) field update. The proof relies on the fact that static type checking
guarantees that an object-valued expression of typeT yields either a null reference or
a reference to an object whose dynamic type is a subclass ofT . Most of the cases are
simple; three cases are slightly more involved. First, the proof of (5) for case (d) uses
the fact that invariants can only mention access expressions of the formthis .f0.f1. · · · .fn
where thefi ( i < n ) are rep fields, and then usesn applications of (4) and (6). Second,
the proof of (6) for case (c) uses (7). Third, the proof of (7) for case (b) uses (6). (End of
Proof sketch.)

In summary, our methodology

• introduces a field modifierrep that identifies components,

• restricts the contents of an object invariant in a classT to depend only on the
object’s fields inT and its superclasses, and (transitively) on the fields of rep fields,

• keeps track of the class frames for which an object’s invariant is valid and whether
the object is committed,

• provides the statementspack and unpack for changing the validity and commit-
tal states of objects,

• prescribes new objects to return from theobject constructor as uncommitted and
with only the object class frame as valid,

• permits field-update statements only for sufficiently unpacked objects, and

• guarantees, therefore, that program invariants (4)–(7) hold in every reachable pro-
gram state.
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6 ROUTINE SPECIFICATIONS

A routine’s specification is a contract between its callers and its implementations. It
describes what is expected of the caller at the time of the call and what is expected of the
implementation at the time of the return. Describing such contracts is not always easy. In
this section, we describe two innovations in writing and interpreting routine specifications.
The first innovation uses the notion of committed objects to provide a solution to the
problem of specifying what state a routine may modify. The second innovation provides
a way for the specification of a dynamically dispatched method to talk about the entire-
validity of an object without forcing implementations to reason about possible subclasses.

Writing modifies clauses

To be useful to a caller, a routine specification has to determine which pieces of the pro-
gram state may be modified by the routine and which may not. This is tricky, because most
variables are not accessible in the declaration of a routine. For example, the variables in
scope at an eventual caller may not be known to, let alone nameable by, the scope that
gives the routine specification. Conversely, the variables used by a routine’s implemen-
tation may be private implementation details which, in the interest of good information
hiding, are not to be mentioned explicitly in a public routine specification. In fact, in
a layered program design, the implementation details are contained in several layers of
abstractions and may not even be nameable by the routine.

To accomplish our goal of specifying modifications, we model the heap of the object-
oriented program by a global variableHeap , whose type is a two-dimensional array of
values, indexed by object identities (references) and field names [39]. For example, a
program’s access expressiono.f denotes a particular location in the heap. We model this
location in the heap by the expressionHeap[o, f ] . Consequently, we can quantify over
field names. For example, we can rewrite the quantification overp in (6) as:

(∀ f ∈ RepFields(T ) • Heap[o, f ] = null ∨ Heap[Heap[o, f ], committed ] )

whereRepFields(T ) is the set of names of rep fields inT .

As we’ve seen above, we use modifies clauses to specify modifications. The modifies
clause gives a list of access expressions that, evaluated in the routine’s pre-state, gives a
set of heap locations that the routine is allowed to modify (or, more precisely, to have a
net effect on—a routine is allowed to modify any heap location temporarily if it restores
the original value before returning). It is common also to allow the routine to allocate new
objects and modify their state (cf. [25]). If we use a special boolean fieldalloc to denote
which objects have been allocated, then a modifies clauseW , according to what we’ve
said so far, is interpreted as the following postcondition:

(∀ o, f • Heap[o, f ] = old(Heap[o, f ]) ∨ (o, f ) ∈ old(W ) ∨ ¬old(Heap[o, alloc]) )

This says that either the contents of heap location(o, f ) is unchanged, or(o, f ) is a
heap location explicitly mentioned in the modifies clause, oro is an object that was not
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allocated on entry to the routine. But even this does not account for the modification of
layers of private state.

Our innovation is to allow every routine also to modify the fields of committed objects.
This policy lets the routine modify layers of private state without explicitly mentioning
this state in the modifies clause. We formalize our policy as the following postcondition,
for any modifies clauseW :

(∀ o, f • Heap[o, f ] = old(Heap[o, f ]) ∨ (o, f ) ∈ old(W ) ∨
¬old(Heap[o, alloc]) ∨ old(Heap[o, committed ]) )

Note, our policy lets a routine modify not just layers of private state, but also the
state ofanyobject that happens to be committed at the time the routine is called, which
may seem quite liberal. The intuition for why this policy is in fact not too liberal is that
when an object is committed, one should rely only on what object invariants say about the
object’s state, not on any other details of its state. Of course, in order to actually modify a
field of an object, the object must be unpacked. Therefore, a routine that seeks to modify
the fields of a committed objecto must first arrange for each ofo ’s transitive owners
to be unpacked and then, onceo ’s owner is unpacked ando is decommitted, unpack
o itself. Moreover, unless such a routine is allowed to have a net effect on theinv and
committed fields that are modified during this unpacking process, the routine must see to
it that these objects are repacked, which will cause our methodology to enforce that the
invariants of these objects hold.

As a final extension, we allow a modifies clause to mention special expressions of
the form E .{T} , whereT is either a class name or an expression of the formtype(o)
for an object-valued expressiono . Such an expressionE .{T} denotes all programmer-
defined fields of objectE declared in classT and its superclasses.

Writing preconditions of methods and overrides

Our methodology divides an object’s state into class frames, which allows object invari-
ants to be stated and maintained independently for each class. This flexibility comes at
a price, namely that eachunpack statement needs to state which type it is unpacking
from. This obligation is easily met by giving an appropriate precondition of the routine
that performs theunpack . For example, to make sure a routine implementation can
execute the statementunpack this from T , the routine can declare the precondition
inv = T . But having to state in a precondition the exact value desired for an object’sinv
field seems incompatible with dynamically dispatched methods.

Our innovation is to introduce a special expression,1 , for use in the specification
of dynamically dispatched methods. The idea is that for the caller of the dynamically
dispatched method,1 meanstype(this) , and for an implementation of the method given
in class T , 1 meansT . Thus, if a method has the preconditioninv = 1 , a caller
invokes the method on an object that is entirely valid, without having to know the dynamic
type of the object. This entirely-valid state is, for example, the state a component object
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is in immediately after the owner has been unpacked. And an implementation of this
method in a classT assumes on entry thatinv = T , which allows it to perform an
unpack this from T statement.

For reasoning through routine specifications to be sound, routine specifications must
be interpreted the same way for callers as for implementations. Ostensibly, our idea about
1 may therefore seem untenable for sound reasoning. Let us be more precise about our
scheme for treating dynamically dispatched methods:

The declaration of a dynamically dispatched methodM introduces a procedure named
M , whose specification is that of the method but with1 replaced bytype(this) . The
implementation ofM in a classT introduces a procedure namedM@T , whose spec-
ification is that of the method but with1 replaced byT . The body of procedureM is
supplied by the run-time system; it looks at the dynamic type ofthis , call it T , and then
calls the corresponding procedureM@T . Note that the precondition of this procedure
M@T follows from the precondition of procedureM , since type(this) = T . The
body of procedureM@T is the implementation ofM given in T , modulo superclass
calls; if T has immediate superclassS , then any callsuper.M (. . .) to the superclass
implementation ofM is replaced by a call to procedureM@S . Any invocation of the
dynamically dispatched method is replaced by a call to procedureM .

This scheme relies on the existence of certain proceduresM@T and M@S , so we
impose a restriction on programs that every class supply an implementation for every
dynamically dispatched method declared in the class or in a superclass. Such implemen-
tations can, of course, consist just of a callsuper.M (. . .) or of the code sequence

unpack this from T ; super.M (. . .) ; pack this as T ;

In this scheme for treating dynamically dispatched methods, which is really quite close
to actual implementations of such methods, note that the specification for each procedure
is interpreted the same way for its callers and its body, and hence we achieve sound
reasoning.

Finally, having introduced1 in the specification of dynamically dispatched methods
to stand for eithertype(this) or a particular class nameT , we also allow expressions
of the form E .{1} in modifies clauses. In the next section, we show our specifications in
use.

7 EXAMPLES

Readers

Figure3 shows areader, an input stream that produces characters. Different subclasses
of Reader draw their characters from different sources; for example, a file reader draws
its characters from a file in the file system, and an array reader draws its characters from
a character array in memory (cf. [28]). The GetChar method returns a reader’s char-
acters, encoded as integers. When the reader’s supply of characters has been exhausted,
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class Reader {
public Reader( )

ensures inv = Reader ∧ ¬committed ;
public method GetChar( ): int

requires inv = 1 ∧ ¬committed ;
modifies this .{1} ;
ensures − 1 6 result < 65536 ;

. . .
}

Figure 3: The example classReader , whoseGetChar method produces characters.

GetChar returns -1. TheReader class in Figure3 shows the typical specifications in
our methodology of a constructor and a dynamically-dispatched method (except the post-
condition of GetChar , which is specific to that method).

The constructor postcondition says that the constructed object will be valid for class
Reader . Thus, if the caller is the constructor of a further subclassR , then that constructor
gets to know enough of the state of the object to perform apack this as R statement.
If the caller is a client that invokesnew Reader( ) , then that client gets to know enough
of the state of the object to invoke a method that requiresinv to equal the dynamic type
of the object. This state is also what is required in order to pack an object that uses the
reader as a component.

The method precondition allows the implementation of the method in any subclassT
to unpack the object fromT . After the unpack operation, the fields of the object declared
in T can be modified and the method’s implementation in the superclass can be called.
The modifies clausethis .{1} allows the method implementation in a classT to modify
all programmer-defined fields on the object declared in superclasses ofT . For example,
when a method implementation invokes the implementation of the method declared in the
direct superclass, then this modifies clause ensures that the fields of the calling class are
not affected by the superclass call. Since the special fieldsinv and committed are not
programmer defined, the modifies clausethis .{1} implies that as much can be said about
the reader’s invariants after the call as can be said about them before the call.

Array readers

Figure4 shows the declaration of aReader subclass. An array reader is initialized with
an array of characters, and itsGetChar method returns these characters, one by one. The
object invariant’s constraint onn guarantees, together with the precondition aboutinv ,
the absence of array bounds errors in the implementation.

An important decision in the design of the constructor is whether or not the constructor
may capture the given array, or if it has to make a copy of the array (cf. [13]). Our
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class ArrayReader extends Reader {
private rep src: char[] ;
private n: int ;
invariant 0 6 n 6 src.length ;
public ArrayReader(source: char[])

requires source 6= null ∧ source.inv = type(source) ∧ ¬source.committed ;
ensures inv = ArrayReader ∧ ¬committed ;
. . .

impl GetChar( ): int {
var ch: int ;
unpack this from ArrayReader ;
if (n = src.length) { ch := − 1 ; }
else { ch := (int)src[n] ; n := n + 1 ; }
pack this as ArrayReader ;
return ch ;

}
}

Figure 4: A Reader subclass that produces its characters from a given array.

methodology makes this decision explicit. The specification in Figure4 effectively forces
the constructor implementation to make a copy of the array. To see why that is, consider
the following attempted implementation, which captures the array:

super( ) ;
src := source ; n := 0 ;
pack this as ArrayReader ;

This code does not meet the constructor’s specification, because it modifies the special
field source.committed (from false to true ), which is not allowed by the given (empty)
modifies clause. This implementation would be allowed, however, if the specification
were changed also to include

modifies source.committed ;

In that case, the caller is alerted that it cannot retain ownership of the array. But note that
the caller may retain a reference to the array (in contrast to linear type systems and to alias
burying [6], for example), as long as the reference is not used as an owned reference.

Lexers

In the lexer-reader example [13], a lexer produces a stream of tokens from a stream of
characters, see Figure5.
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class Lexer {
private rep rd :Reader ;
invariant rd 6= null ;
public Lexer(reader :Reader)

requires reader 6= null ∧ reader .inv = type(reader) ∧ ¬reader .committed ;
modifies reader .committed ;
ensures inv = Lexer ∧ ¬committed ;
{ super( ) ; rd := reader ; pack this as Lexer ; }

public method GetToken( ):Token
requires inv = 1 ∧ ¬committed ;
modifies this .{1} ;
{

var t :Token ;
unpack this from Lexer ;
while (. . .) { var ch: int := rd .GetChar( ) ; . . . }
pack this as Lexer ;
return t ;

}
}

Figure 5: A lexer consumes characters and produces tokens.

The constructor is specified to allow its implementation to capture the given reader.
Unlike Detlefset al. [13], our methodology allows the fieldrd to be private; it need
not be exposed in the public interface. Our methodology allows a lexer client to retain a
reference to the reader it passes to theLexer constructor, but this is harmless: when this
reader is committed, the caller cannot rely on the reader’s fields being unchanged across
routine invocations.

GetToken ’s modifies clause allows the fields of the lexer to be modified, but it does
not explicitly list the modifications it causes on the fields of the underlying reader. These
modifications are still allowed, however, sincerd is committed on entry toGetToken .

Finally, we point out that theLexer class can include a method that relinquishes the
underlying reader. To be useful to a client, such a method must relinquish the reader in an
uncommitted state, which effectively means that the lexer needs to give up ownership of
the reader. In the following possible method declaration, the lexer is left in an inconsistent
state after relinquishing the reader, putting the lexer in a state whereGetToken cannot be
invoked. Note that it is not necessary for the implementation to setrd to null (although
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class FileList {
names : string[] ;
selection: int ;
invariant 0 6 selection < length(names) ;
public method IsSelectionADirectory( ):bool

. . .
. . .

}
class DirFileList extends FileList {

isDirectory :bool[] ;
invariant length(isDirectory) = length(names) ;
impl IsSelectionADirectory( ):bool {. . .}
. . .

}

Figure 6: A classFileList and its subclassDirFileList , whose invariant depends on a
field in the superclass.

doing so may be a good idea to achieve good garbage-collector performance).

public method RelinquishReader( ):Reader
requires inv = 1 ∧ ¬committed ;
modifies this .{1}, inv ;
ensures result 6= null ∧ result.inv = type(result) ∧ ¬result.committed ;
{ unpack this from Lexer ; return rd ; }

Final methods

As a final example, we consider a tricky, and perhaps understudied, issue related to meth-
ods that are not dynamically dispatched, so-calledfinal methods. We discuss how final
methods can be supported in our methodology.

Consider the two classes in Figure6. Objects of classFileList have a nonempty list
of files in a file system and an index into that list to denote a currently selected file. The
class also provides a method for determining whether or not the current selection is a
directory. The subclass,DirFileList , has an additional list that keeps track of which of
the files are directories in order to provide a more efficient implementation. Note that the
invariant in the subclass depends on a field declared in the subclass (isDirectory ) and a
field declared in the superclass (names ).

Consider the followingFileList method, which the designer has designated as final:

public final method ResetSelection( )
requires inv = FileList ∧ ¬committed ;
{ unpack this from FileList ; selection := 0 ; pack this as FileList ; }
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While this code will verify, the preconditioninv = FileList does not make the method
particularly useful to callers. A typical situation would be that the caller has a variable
x of type FileList and knowsx .inv = type(x ) . However, if the dynamic type ofx
is a strict subclass ofFileList , like DirFileList , then the caller would have to do some
unknown amount of unpacking before invoking theResetSelection method.

Alternatively, by instead using the preconditioninv = type(this) , the burden of un-
packing will rest with the method implementation. Still, the number of required unpack
operations to changeinv from type(this) to FileList is unknown. To make this situ-
ation easier, we may consider two new statementspack∗ and unpack∗ , to be used as
follows:

public final method ResetSelection( )
requires inv = type(this) ∧ ¬committed ;
{ unpack∗ this from FileList ; selection := 0 ; pack∗ this as FileList ; }

The idea here is that theunpack∗ statement unpacks the object from an entirely-valid
state (inv = type(this) ) to the immediate superclass ofFileList , and thepack∗ state-
ment does the reverse, packing the object back to a entirely-valid state.

While theunpack∗ statement is unproblematic, thepack∗ statement needs to check
the invariants declared in all classes fromFileList to the dynamic type of the object.
Checking those invariants requires having information about what the invariants are,
which poses a problem in modular verification where the possible dynamic types of the
object are not known.

By restricting what such invariants can depend on, however, it is not necessary to
know the exact details of the invariants. In the example, we only need to know that the
invariants of strict subclasses do not depend on theselection field. That is, if we restrict
the fields that can be modified after anunpack∗ statement, thepack∗ statement still
just needs to check the invariant in the given class (here,FileList ). For example, private
fields of the given class can always be modified without the risk of breaking the invariants
of strict subclasses, since those subclasses cannot access the private fields, and therefore
cannot mention these private fields in their invariants. One can also allow non-private
fields to be modified, as long as these fields are marked with a special declaration that
says they cannot be depended on by invariants of strict subclasses (cf. [31]).

The problem we have illustrated in this subsection may at first seem just a technical
difficulty in our methodology. Upon reflection, however, it seems to be bringing out an
important issue in the design of object-oriented software: final methods do not give sub-
classes a chance to augment the method’s behavior to accommodate subclass invariants,
and therefore it is prudent for a final method to modify only those fields a subclass is
known not to depend on, unless the modifications occur via invocations of dynamically-
dispatched methods. In existing programming languages, even Eiffel which includes in-
variants, there are no such restrictions on what final methods can modify; application of
our methodology points out this problem.

In general, ourinv field is used to specify three kinds of conditions, in preconditions
for example. First, the preconditioninv = 1 is appropriate for dynamically-dispatched
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methods that either do the work themselves or call superclass implementations of the
method to do the work (in the tool Fugue [11, 12], methods with this kind of behavior
are calledsliding methods). Doing the work, of course, means being able to unpack in
order to update fields. Second, the preconditioninv = type(this) is appropriate for
methods whose implementations do not unpack the object, but instead call other meth-
ods of either the first or second kind. Third, the preconditioninv = T for a particular
classT is appropriate for private orprotected(that is, used by subclasses) subroutines
in class T . These methods may do some work themselves and may call such subrou-
tines in superclasses, but cannot invoke dynamically-dispatched methods of the first or
second kind. The modifies clauses for these three kinds of methods are oftenthis .{1} ,
this .{type(this)} , and this .{T} , respectively. Having the programming language pro-
vide labels for the methods according to which of these three kinds of uses the program-
mer intends may seem a good idea, even when the actual verification of object invariants
is not of interest.

8 RELATED WORK

Our methodology draws from two main lines of research. First, it draws from the method-
ology developed for the Extended Static Checker for Modula-3 (ESC/Modula-3) [14].
The ESC/Modula-3 methodology encodes object invariants idiomatically: the invariant
condition is represented by a programmer-declared boolean abstract fieldvalid whose
meaning is defined as a function of the object’s state by a representation declaration [28].
Routine specifications then mention an object’svalid field explicitly. The main differ-
ence with our methodology is that the abstract fieldvalid changes implicitly, in sync
with any update of the state that makes up the representation ofvalid . In fact, when a
program updates a fieldo.f , then the abstractvalid fields of all transitive owners ofo
might change. In contrast, our methodology uses an auxiliary variableinv that permits us
to distinguish object states where a particular invariant must hold from object states where
the invariant is allowed to be violated. Because we allow field updates only for unpacked
objects and because we arrange for owning objects to be unpacked whenever their owned
objects are unpacked, a change in a field can occur only at times when all possibly affected
object invariants are allowed to be violated. As another difference, our methodology more
easily allows a subclass to extend the invariant declared in a superclass. A similar compar-
ison can be made between our methodology and Müller’s methodology [35], which draws
some inspiration from the ESC/Modula-3 methodology and improves it, for example by
providing a proof of soundness.

The second line of research that our methodology draws from is the work on Vault [10]
and Fugue [11] building on research from Alias Types [40] and separation logic [23]. The
components in our methodology correspond closely to existentially bound store fragments
in these systems. Pack and unpack operations correspond to existential introduction and
elimination. All these approaches make state invariants explicit in pre- and postcondi-
tions. Typestates in Fugue [12] extend such invariants to handle subclasses and include
the notion of sliding methods. Invariants in Fugue are simpler though and cannot span
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multiple class frames. Modifies clauses in Fugue contain the implicit permissions granted
to components, but are generally less expressive. One advantage of the methodology
presented in this article is that it requires no special separation logic. As a result, it is
currently more amenable to mechanical theorem provers based on first-order logic.

The desire to avoid representation exposure and unwanted aliasing has led to a line
of research on systems to control aliasing (e.g., [21, 0, 34, 9, 4, 6, 15, 8]). Our uniquely
owned components can be seen as a variation on these systems. Many of these systems
control aliasing through a static type system, which makes ownership transfer harder to
achieve. A more important difference is that these other systems are not combined with a
methodology to guarantee properties about detailed object invariants.

Universe types and the associated methodology for proving object invariants in Müller’s
thesis [36, 35] also prevent problems with reentrancy, but does so through more drastic
restrictions than our methodology. In Müller’s system, reentrancy is allowed only through
read-only pointers without any object-invariant guarantees (see also [37]).

Our formulation of modifies clauses takes advantage of the component structure needed
for invariants. If one needs more flexibility in specifying which heap locations may be
modified by a routine, one can use something like explicitdata groups[26, 30] in con-
junction with our approach. Other work has also considered various effect systems for
object-oriented programs (e.g., [41, 17]).

Huizing and Kuiper consider a proof system for object-oriented programs with object
invariants [22]. Rather than relying on ownership to confine which access expressions
may be mentioned in invariants, their system uses the declared invariants of other classes
to determine if a method may violate those invariants. This limits what can be verified
modularly. Moreover, in their system, all invariants of all objects must hold on all method
boundaries, which we consider to be too strong of a restriction.

The Java Modeling Language (JML) [24] is a specification language for Java pro-
grams and includes object invariants. JML combines the design by contract approach of
Eiffel [33] with the model-based specification approach of Larch [18]. Like the Eiffel
compiler, the JML compiler turns JML specifications into run-time checks. Another tool
in the JML family [7] is the Extended Static Checker for Java (ESC/Java) [16], which
checks JML specifications statically. ESC/Java uses heuristics to determine which object
invariants to check at method invocations. Described in detail in the ESC/Java user’s man-
ual [29], these heuristics are a compromise between flexibility and likelihood of errors and
do not guarantee soundness.

Banerjee and Naumann [1] consider what it means, formally, for the exported inter-
face of a class to be independent of the implementation of the class, which may rely on
object invariants. Their semantic results are sound even in the presence of call-backs,
but just how one goes about establishing the antecedents of their theorems is mostly left
unaddressed.

The object-based language CLU [32] uses types to distinguish the external view of
an object from its internal representation view. A program can convert between the two
views using operations that correspond to ourpack and unpack statements. The CLU
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methodology is not formalized and leaves the absence of certain errors (likerep exposure,
which refers to an unwanted sharing of the underlying data structure) as a responsibility
of the programmer. Wills outlines an object-oriented programming system where a type’s
invariant always holds [41]. His formalization allows the distinction between such a type
and the possibility that an object’s invariants are violated during the course of a method.
His thesis identifies problems with aliasing, reentrancy, and modifies clauses, but leaves
full solutions to future work.

In a previous version of this work, we presented a slightly more general treatment of
components [2]; the current presentation usingrep was chosen for simplicity. Leino
and Müller have extended our methodology to allow invariants for more kinds of data
structures, including cyclic data structures [27]. Barnett and Naumann provide another
extension that lends itself to specifying and verifying even more programs, including a
common subject-view pattern [3]. They make use of anupdate guard, which allows a
programmable level of abstraction over the conditions on which an object invariant can
depend.

Our use of unpack and pack operations with object invariants is in several ways sim-
ilar to the use of acquire and release operations with monitor invariants in a concurrent
program [20]. The monitor invariant is known to hold when no thread is executing within
the monitor, that is, between acquire and release operations. Provided the monitors are
not thread-reentrant (unlike those in Java and .NET), the monitor invariant is thus known
to hold on entry to a monitor and is checked to hold on exit from the monitor. It would be
interesting to investigate the adaptation of our methodology to concurrent programming,
since, for example, our methodology provides support for reasoning about object refer-
ences and reentrancy (see,e.g., [5] for another methodology for concurrent programming
based on ownership).

9 CONCLUSIONS

Our conclusion is that reentrancy in object-oriented programming makes it untenable to
treat object invariants as implicit pre- and postconditions that completely hide the precon-
ditions from callers. In order to be useful, it must always be clear to a programmer at what
program points an object invariant can be relied upon. By enriching the program’s state
space with auxiliary variables that say which object invariants can be relied on and which
object invariants are allowed to be violated, our methodology provides programmers with
a flexible and precise way to specify their intentions about object invariants.

Though our methodology organizes objects into a hierarchy of owned components, it
is perhaps surprising how liberal it is about confining object aliases. An object’s com-
ponents do not have to be protected from being aliased; references to them can be freely
copied. Our only restriction is that each object have at most one valid owner at any one
time, which is enforced at the time of pack operations. Moreover, while our methodology
restricts field updates, there are no restrictions on reading the fields of any object. How-
ever, without knowledge about the state of the object’s invariants, the values read from an
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object’s fields may be meaningless when reasoning about the program’s correctness.

As we have presented it, our methodology makes programs look rather verbose, with
many pack and unpack statements and with routine specifications that mentioninv
and committed . We’d like to explore syntactic sugar and useful defaults for making pro-
grams more concise. Such defaults may for instance take advantage of the fact that public
dynamically-dispatched methods tend to have a precondition ofinv = type(this) ∧
¬committed and that their implementations tend to consist of some block of code brack-
eted byunpack and pack statements. In the meantime, the explicit primitives in this
paper accommodate further exploration of variations and extensions of our methodology.

In short, we have provided a modular verification methodology for object-oriented
programs that is both sound and sufficiently expressive to deal with object invariants with-
out sacrificing proper data encapsulation. We are currently implementing a checker that
supports this methodology, and we look forward to putting the methodology to the test
when checking invariants on existing Microsoft code.
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A SOUNDNESS

In this appendix, we give the full proof of the soundness theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof shows that the conditions (4)–(7) are maintained by
each of the four program statements that can extend the ranges of the quantifications (by
allocating objects) or change the values of object fields: (a) theobject constructor, (b)
the pack statement, (c) theunpack statement, and (d) field update.

Case(a): the object constructor. Theobject constructor setso.committed to false
for the newly allocated objecto , hence establishing (4). It sets o.inv to object and
thus establishes (5), since Invobject(o) is just true (that is, classobject has no object
invariant). Similarly, since classobject has no rep fields (that is,Compobject(o) is the
empty set), the constructor also establishes (6) and (7).

Case(b): the pack statement. For eachp.committed that the pack statement sets
to true , there is a corresponding precondition thatp is entirely valid. Moreover, the
preconditiono.inv = S , the conditiontype(o) <: T (which follows from the fact that
static type checking ensures that the dynamic typetype(o) is a subclass of the static
type of o , and checks that the static type ofo is a subclass ofT ), and the invariant (4)
in the pre-state together imply¬o.committed . Hence, thepack statement maintains
program invariant (4).
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The statement’s preconditionInvT (o) guarantees that changingo.inv to T from
the immediate superclassS maintains (5). The statement setsp.committed to true for
every non-null componentp in classT , so (6) is also maintained.

To prove the maintenance of (7), consider an instantiation ofo,T , o ′,T ′q , p, p ′ . We
consider two cases. First, supposeq .committed is false in the pre-state of thepack
statement. Then, by (6), there’s noo,T , p such that

o.inv <: T ∧ p ∈ CompT (o) ∧ p = q

holds in the pre-state. Therefore, if the antecedent of (7) holds in the post-state, theno
and o ′ both refer to the object given in thepack statement (which is the only object
whose inv field is changed), and thus the consequent holds in the post-state. Second,
supposeq .committed is true in the pre-state. Then, from the antecedent of (7) and the
precondition of thepack statement, we conclude that neithero nor o ′ refers to the
object on which thepack statement is invoked. Thus, the antecedent does not change
and (7) is maintained.

Case (c): the unpack statement. Program invariant (4) is maintained, because the
unpack statement changescommitted only from true to false and it changesinv
only for an uncommitted object. Program invariants (5) and (7) are maintained, because
the statement only has a weakening effect on these predicates.

For the maintenance of (6), note that the statement changesp.committed (from true
to false ) only whenp ∈ CompT (o) , whereo and T are the arguments to theunpack
statement. Since for thiso and T , the statement changeso.inv to falsify the an-
tecedent of (6), it only remains to be proved that there is no othero ′,T ′, p ′ satisfying
p ′ ∈ CompT ′(o ′) such thatp ′.committed is changed by the statement. By program in-
variant (7) in the pre-state, we haveo = o ′ ∧ T = T ′ for any sucho ′,T ′, p ′ , which
concludes the proof.

Case(d): field update. The field update statement cannot be used to change the special
fields inv and committed , so it maintains (4).

Let f be a field declared in a classF , and consider a field update statementx .f := E .
Suppose the statement has an effect onInvT (o) for some o and T . That means the
object invariant declared in classT mentions a access expression that denotesx .f . We
consider any such access expression going through non-null objects. Such an access
expression in the object invariant has the formthis .g0. · · · .gn−1.f for some rep fields
g0, . . . , gn−1 declared in some classesM0, . . . ,Mn−1 ( n > 0 ). That is, for eachj : 0 6
j < n , X .gj ∈ CompMj (X ) . For convenience, letMn be a synonym forF ; then,
M0 is T . Now, the precondition of the update statement implies¬(x .inv <: Mn) , so
by n applications of (4) and (6), we have¬(o.inv <: M0) . In more detail, each of
thosen applications goes as follows, for anyj : from ¬(o.g0. · · · .gj+1.inv <: Mj+1) ,
static type checking, and (4), we have¬o.g0. · · · .gj+1.committed , and from that, the
fact that o.g0. · · · .gj+1 is not null , and (6) instantiated witho := o.g0. · · · .gj , we get
¬(o.g0. · · · .gj .inv <: Mj . This shows that (5) holds for o in the post-state of the update
statement, proving that program invariant (5) is maintained by the update statement.
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Finally, a field update statementx .f := E can change the value of an expressionp in
CompT (x ) only if f is rep field declared in classT . But the precondition of the update
statement implies¬(x .inv <: T ) , so the antecedent of both (6) and (7) is false . Hence,
the invariance of (6) and (7) is maintained.

(End of Proof.)
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